
WRITER’S RESOURCES 

Other words for SAID 

 

accused, acknowledged, added,  announced, addressed, admitted, advised, 

affirmed, agreed, asked, avowed, asserted, answered, apologized,  argued,  

assured,  approved, articulated, alleged, attested 

barked, bet, bellowed, babbled, begged, bragged, began, bawled, bleated, 

blurted, boomed, broke in, bugged, boasted, bubbled, beamed, burst out, 

believed, brought out 

confided, crowed, coughed , cried, congratulated, complained, conceded, 

chorused, concluded, confessed, chatted, convinced, chattered, cheered, 

chided, chimed in, clucked, coaxed, commanded, cautioned, continued, 

commented, called, croaked,  chuckled, claimed, choked,  chortled, 

corrected, communicated, claimed, contended, criticized, construed 

dared,  decided, disagreed, described, disclosed,  drawled, denied, 

declared, demanded, divulged, doubted, denied, disputed, dictated  

echoed, ended, exclaimed, explained, expressed, enunciated, expounded, 

emphasized 

formulated, fretted, finished 

gulped, gurgled, gasped,  grumbled, groaned,  guessed, gibed, giggled, 

greeted, growled,  grunted 

hinted, hissed, hollered, hypothesized  

inquired, imitated, implied, insisted, interjected, interrupted, intoned,  

informed, interpreted, illustrated, insinuated  

jeered, jested, joked, justified 

lied, laughed, lisped 

 

maintained, muttered, marveled, moaned, mimicked, mumble, modulated, 

murmured, mused, mentioned, mouthed  

nagged, noted, nodded, noticed 

objected, observed, offered, ordered, owned up 

 

piped, pointed out, panted, pondered,  praised, prayed, puzzled, 

proclaimed, promised, proposed, protested, purred,  pled, pleaded, put in, 

prevailed, parried, pressed, put forward, pronounced, pointed out, 

prescribed, popped off, persisted, protested 

questioned, quavered, quipped, quoted, queried 

rejected, reasoned, ranted,  reassured,  reminded, responded, recalled, 

returned, requested, roared, related, remarked, replied, reported, revealed, 

rebutted, retorted, repeated, reckoned, remembered, regarded, recited, 

resolved, reflected, ripped, rectified, reaffirmed   

snickered, sniffed, smirked, snapped, snarled, shot, sneered, sneezed, 

started,  stated, stormed,  sobbed, stuttered, suggested, surmised, sassed, 

sputtered, sniffled, snorted, spoke, stammered, squeaked, sassed, scoffed, 

scolded, screamed, shouted, sighed, smiled, sang, shrieked, shrilled, 

speculated, supposed, settled, solved, shot back, swore, stressed, spilled 

told, tested, trilled, taunted, teased, tempted, theorized, threatened, tore 

uttered, unveiled, urged, upheld 

vocalized, voiced, vindicated, volunteered, vowed, vented, verbalized 

warned, wailed, went on, wept, whimpered, whined, wondered, 

whispered, worried, warranted, wisecracked 

yawned, yakked 

 
 

Other words for WALK 

advance, amble, barge, bolt , bounce, bound, canter, charge,  
crawl, creep, dance, dash, escort, gallop, hike, hobble, hop, jog , 
jump , leap, limp, lope, lumber, meander, mosey, move, pad, pace 
march, parade, patrol, plod, prance, proceed, promenade, prowl, 
race, roam, rove, run, sashay, saunter, scamper,  scramble, shuffle, 
skip, slink, slither, slog, sprint, stagger, step, stomp, stride, stroll,  
strut, stumble, swagger, tiptoe, traipse, tramp, tread, trek, trip, 
trot, trudge, wade, wander, zip 
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